
 

 

  

 

TOURNAMENT  HANDBOOK 
 



HOW TO ARRIVE TO THE FIELDS?  

 

FERRY 

 
To arrive to the fields you need to take ferry to Smiltynė beach (at 
Curonian Spit).  
Note: You should be aware that there are TWO ferrie terminals, you need to take 
the ferry that departures from „The New Ferry terminal“ (or second ferry terminal). 

 

Ferry schedules 

Ferries are cruising on schedule, which you can find here - 
http://www.keltas.lt/eng/Timetable?colum=4 (basically ferries are 

running each 20 minutes e.g. 07:40, 08:00, 08:20, 08:50, 09:10, 09:30....until late 
night.) 

Ferries that are indicated *d - ferry for vehicles carrying 
dangerous cargo (oil, gas, hay). If such vehicles are absent, other 
transport is ferried. 
 
Ferry prices: (ferry tickets are 2 way tickets!) 
Regular car – 40,00 Lt 
Passenger - 2,90 Lt  
 

Distance to fields 

 
If you choose to go on foot, you should be aware that from the 
new ferry there is still about ~2,5 km (20 minutes walking) to the 
playing fields. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The New Ferry Terminal 

From 
Klaipeda 

From 
Smiltyne 

08.00 08.20 

08.20 08.40 

08.50 09.10 

09.10*d 09.30 

09.30 09.50 

09.50 10.10 

10.10 10.30 

10.30 10.50 

10.50 11.10 

11.10 11.30 

11.30 11.50 

11.50 12.10 

12.10 12.30 

12.30 12.50 

12.50 13.10 

13.10 13.30 

13.30 13.50 

13.50 14.10 

14.10 *d 14.30 

14.30 14.50 

14.50 15.10*d 

15.10 15.30 

15.30 15.50 

15.50 16.10 

16.10 16.30 

16.30 16.50 

16.50 17.10 

17.10 17.30 

17.30 17.50 

17.50 18.10*d 

18.10 18.30 

18.30 18.50 

18.50 19.10 

19.10 19.30 

19.30 19.50 

20.10 20.30 

20.50 21.10 

21.10 21.30 

21.50 22.10 

22.10 22.30 

23.10 23.30 

00.10 00.30 

http://www.keltas.lt/eng/Timetable?colum=4


Tournament map 

Here you will find a Google map, showing how to arrive to the playing fields: 
http://goo.gl/SC4yKt  

 

  

 

http://goo.gl/SC4yKt


Tournament rules 

Tournament is played by the official 5x5 beach ultimate rules, approved by WFDF.  

You need to know that: 

Stall count is 10 seconds.  

Pull: a throw which passes through any part of a 

2 m high box bounded by the receiving teams 

endzone without first touching any out-of-

bounds object. In addition, pulls which had 

contact with a receiver.  

Brick point set 10 m from each Goal Line, 

midway between the Sidelines. 

One player can play only for one team during the 

tournament.  

Each team on the playing field can use maximum 

5 players, minimum 4.  

In the mixed (mix) division teams must play with 

at least 2 ladies on the field. Offence decides. 

Games are played to 13 points won by 2, time 

cap 35 min. When time cap is reached teams 

finish the point and add 1 to the higher score to 

set a new point cap. Teams have 1 timeout (1 

min.) per game.  

If game overlap 40 min. limit next game will start 

immediately after finishing overlapped game. 

Teams that finish their games late should leave 

the field as quick as possible after their game.  

Finals (1st, 3rd and 5th place games) are played to 13 

points, time cap 45 minutes and there are no half 

times or extra time-outs 

Callahan rule applies. 

If two teams end up with the same number of 

points in the pool, they go to the head to head 

result. If three or more teams end up with the 

same number of points in the pool, then the 

teams place is determined by: 1. The won/lost 

games between the tied teams; 2. The 

scored/lost points in the games between tied 

teams; 3. Most scored points in all games; 4. Lost 

less points in all games; 5. Draw. 

Being late on the field. Team will be penalized by 
1 point for every minute late to the game starting 
from the 5th minute of the game. 
 
Most Valuable Player (MVP)  
MVP will be selected according to the assists and 

caught discs in the End zone. Players must have 

team uniform with numbers. One number cannot 

be shared among two or more players. Let your 

player numbers to be seen to the scorekeepers 

after you assisted or made a point as we are 

writing it down.  

Those who will not obey to this rule will not be 

registered by the secretary and will not be able 

to collect MVP points. 

For captains attention 
Team captains have to evaluate SOTG after every 

game in the game protocol at the secretary. 

 

Team captains It is your responsibility to make 
sure that everyone in your team knows the 
rules! 



TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE 

 

Saturday (19th) 

  1 field  2 field  

10:30 MR MM : Colibri MR Vorai : MindPV 10:30 

11:10 OR MM : Kossmix OR Velniai : SD 11:10 

11:50 MR Phoenix : Colibri MR Zawierucha : MM 11:50 

12:30 OR MM : Velniai     12:30 

13:10 MR Zawierucha : MindPV MR Vorai : Colibri 13:10 

13:50 OR Kossmix : SD OR Enclave : Velniai 13:50 

14:30 MR Zawierucha : Vorai MR MindPV : Colibri 14:30 

15:10 OR MM : SD OR Enclave : Kossmix 15:10 

15:50 MR MM : Vorai MR Phoenix : Zawierucha 15:50 

16:30 OR Enclave : MM     16:30 

17:10 MR Phoenix : MM     17:10 

 
Sunday (20th) 

  1 field  2 field  

10:00 MR Colibri : Zawierucha MR MindPV : Phoenix 10:00 

10:40 OR Velniai : Kossmix OR Enclave : SD 10:40 

11:20 MR MindPV : MM MR Phoenix : Vorai 11:20 

12:00 OSF1 O1 : O4 OSF2 O2 : O3 12:00 

12:40 MSF1 M1 : M4 MSF2 M2 : M3 12:40 

13:20 OF3 loss OSF1  : loss OSF2 MF5 M5 : M6 13:20 

14:00 MF3 loss MSF1 : loss MSF2     14:00 

14:50 MF1 win MSF1 : win MSF2     14:50 

15:40 OF1 win OSF1 : win OSF2     15:40 

16:40 AWARDS / APDOVANOJIMAI 16:40 

 

  



SOME FACTS THAT MIGHT BE HELPFUL 

 

Curonian Spit environment protection 

The environment in all the Curonian spit national park is protected carefully. We want to 

remind you that it is forbidden to build tents anywhere (except camping territory), as well as 

to make fires or in any other ways to endanger the nature in the Curonian spit. 

Weather 

Even though it is the middle of summer, our coast line it is often windy, so before you go 

packing your summer caps and swim trunks, don’t forget to grab some warm clothes. Sun 

lotion would be a great idea. 

Food and drinks 

There will be a possibility to buy food and drinks in the tournament area – a small bar on the 

other side of the dune. Keep in mind, that the assortment is not too big. 

Water 

Each team will receive 10 liters of drinking water during the tournament. Stay hydrated! 

Toilets/washrooms 

There are public toilets on the other side of the dune, but there are no sinks to wash your 

hands, neither the toilet paper, so make sure you have everything you need. 

Emergency 

In Smiltynė beach there are baywatches taking good care of everybody and the basic things 

are by the staff table (cold, bandages, wound disinfect stuff etc.), but in case of any 

emergency do not hesitate to ask score keeper or somebody who speaks Lithuanian to call 

for an ambulance call/ or call “112”. There’s no doctor on the field. 

Medals 

There will be given 11 medals per team. If needed, extra medals will be ordered and sent. 

 


